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The effects of hydrogen addition on the flame dynamics of a bluff-body stabilized methane-hydrogen turbulent flame
is studied with large eddy simulation (LES). The LES are carried out with the thickened flame model and global
kinetic mechanisms calibrated for the methane-hydrogen mixtures. Conjugate heat transfer is included in the LES to
consider a proper wall temperature while the flame shape changes with hydrogen addition. A data-based calibration of
the global mechanisms is done with a methodology based on reproducing the net species production rates computed
with a detailed kinetic mechanism. An improvement of this methodology is proposed to increase its accuracy and
reliability. The calibrated mechanisms accurately describe the variation of the laminar flame speed and the thermal
flame thickness with hydrogen addition and equivalence ratio in a freely propagating premixed flame. The variations
of the consumption speed and the thermal flame thickness with strain rate in a symmetric counterflow premixed flame
are also well predicted. The numerical simulations reproduce the transition from V to M-shape flame induced by
hydrogen addition, and the axial distribution of the heat release agrees with the experimental measurements of OH
chemiluminescence. The unit impulse response and the flame transfer function are computed from the LES data using
system identification (SysID). The flame transfer functions show a remarkable agreement with the experimental data,
demonstrating that the LES-SysID approach using properly calibrated global mechanisms can predict the response of
turbulent methane-hydrogen flames to velocity fluctuations. A comparison of the unit impulse response for the various
hydrogen additions is presented and the effect of hydrogen in the flow-flame interaction of the burner evaluated is
discussed.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The blending of hydrogen with conventional hydrocarbon
gaseous fuels has received increased attention for its potential to contribute to CO2 reduction1 . The effect of hydrogen
blending on the thermoacoustic response of a lean premixed
combustion system depends on the combustion system and
its operating conditions2,3 . Most experimental studies show
that thermoacoustic instability may be induced by adding hydrogen to methane-air flames4–6 . Conversely, hydrogen addition may also suppress thermoacoustic instability2,7 . The
effect of hydrogen on thermoacoustic instabilities is highly related to the impact of hydrogen on flame shape and length5,6,8 .
Hydrogen addition reduces the flame length and may trigger a transition from V to M-shape in non-adiabatic turbulent
flames6,9–11 , even if the unstretched laminar flame speed remains constant9,10 .
Numerical simulation can be used to determine the frequency response of turbulent flames to study their thermoacoustic behavior12,13 . However, numerical simulation of turbulent combustion of hydrogen blends is challenging due to
the properties of hydrogen. Direct numerical simulations of
hydrogen-enriched methane-air turbulent flames expose that
considering accurate chemistry and diffusion are necessary
to correctly describe the flame behavior14,15 . These requirements can be met by performing large eddy simulation using a
combustion model based on transported chemistry, where the
transport and reaction of the species considers effects such as
heat loss, stretch, and preferential diffusion (non-unity Lewis

number and differential diffusion).
The accuracy of any model based on transported chemistry
lies, among other aspects, on the chemical kinetic mechanism
used to describe the reaction process. Detailed kinetic mechanisms (DM) are impractical in LES due to the large number of species and reaction steps to be considered. Alternatively, reduced versions of these mechanism (so-called skeletal mechanisms) can be used in LES16 , but still with a relatively high computational cost. Analytically reduced mechanisms (ARM)17,18 allows reducing the computational cost by
identifying the species that do not need to be transported with
the flow. However, different from a skeletal mechanism, the
production rate of the transported species in an ARM is not
expressed as a combination of elementary reaction in Arrhenius form; but rather as a combination of complex analytical relations17 . This complexity, together with the number of
transported species that could still be more than twenty, makes
ARM not the first option for applications where lower computational cost is needed due to computational power limitations
or a high number of conditions required to be simulated. In
such cases, global mechanisms are an alternative that reduces
the computational cost.
A global mechanism (GM) is an empirical scheme that
only considers the major species involved in the combustion
process, now described by a reduced number of global reaction steps. Global mechanisms are calibrated by adjusting the rate parameters in the Arrhenius equation of each
reaction step to match some of the main physical properties of the flame, such as laminar flame speed, auto-ignition
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delay time, or species production rates, obtained from experiments or using a detailed kinetic mechanism for given
operation conditions. The calibration is then formulated as
an optimization problem, where various methods exist to
find a proper set of parameters19–22 . The use of global
mechanisms in LES has reproduced important aspects of
turbulent combustion23–26 . Although some aspects of the
turbulence-chemistry-diffusion interactions are lost if intermediate species are not considered22,27 , the study of global
mechanism capabilities to describe different aspects of combustion is still an ongoing task28–30 .
Given that thermoacoustic instabilities represent an important challenge in the design of combustion systems, comprehensive validation of LES models should include the prediction of flame dynamics. Therefore, the present work further
tests the capabilities of global mechanisms by considering
methane-hydrogen mixtures with highly different chemicaldiffusion properties and focusing on the prediction of flame
dynamics. Both hydrogen combustion and thermoacoustic are two major research topics on present combustion.
Global mechanisms are calibrated for various lean methanehydrogen-air mixtures based on the methodology proposed
by Polifke et al.19 . This methodology is improved in the
present work to make it more accurate. Canonical 1D laminar flames are used to validate the global mechanisms compared with detailed and skeletal kinetic mechanisms. Then,
the global mechanisms are used in the LES of a turbulent premixed burner with various methane-hydrogen mixtures. The
results are compared against experimental data. First, predictions of the mean flame shape and length are evaluated,
and then, the flame dynamics are analysed through the unit
impulse response and the flame transfer functions computed
using system identification13 .

II.

CALIBRATION OF THE GLOBAL MECHANISM

The global mechanism used in this study is a three-step
mechanism with an initial step for methane (CH4 ) breakdown
into carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen (H2 ) and two additional steps for CO and H2 oxidation into carbon dioxide
(CO2 ) and water (H2 O), respectively, as follows:
CH4 + 0.5O2 ⇒ CO + 2H2
CO + 0.5O2 ⇔ CO2
H2 + 0.5O2 ⇒ H2 O

(R1)
(R2)
(R3)

This mechanism is selected due to its simplicity and the
good results for wide ranges of hydrogen content. In this
mechanism, only the step for CO oxidation is reversible. The
rate parameters of this mechanism are calibrated based on the
methodology proposed by Polifke et al.19 , which allows calibrating each reaction step independently based on a target reaction progress rate. The methodology is divided in two parts:
First, a detailed mechanism is used to compute a 1D freely
propagating laminar flame at a reference operating condition:
pressure, temperature, hydrogen fraction, and equivalence ratio. The profiles of temperature T , species mole concentration

[Ci ], and species production rates ω̇i are obtained from this
simulation. Then, the goal is to determine the "target reaction
rates" of the GM, so that the production rate of the species in
the GM matches the ones obtained with the DM along the 1D
flame.
For a given detailed kinetic mechanism, the production rate
of each species is given by:
M

ω̇i =

∑ νi, j r j ,

with νi, j = νi,′′ j − νi,′ j ,

(1)

j=1

where r j is the reaction progress rate of the reaction j and νi,′ j
and νi,′′ j are the stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction j as reactant and product, respectively. For the whole
system of N species and M reaction steps, Eq. (1) can be expressed in matrix form as:
p[N,1] = M[N,M] r[M,1] ,

(2)

where p and r are the vectors of production rates and reaction
progress rates, respectively, and M is the matrix of stoichiometric coefficients. The same applies for the GM, yielding:
p̂[N̂,1] = Mˆ[N̂,M̂] r̂[M̂,1] ,

(3)

where .̂ refers to the global mechanism. Then, the right-hand
side of Eq. (3) is equaled to the left-hand side of Eq. (2) ignoring the production rates of the species in the DM not included
in the GM, such as:
p[N̂,1] = Mˆ[N̂,M̂] r̂[M̂,1] .

(4)

Note that p corresponds to the production rates of the
species obtained from the 1D flame simulation using the DM.
Then, Eq. (4) can be solved to obtain the reaction progress
rates r̂ of the GM that produce the same species production
rates that the DM. This, however, is not possible in general,
because the matrix Mˆ is not square (N̂>M̂). Polifke et al.19
addressed this issue by selecting a number M̂ of species in the
GM, denoted "principal species", to build a square matrix Mˆ.
The drawback of this approach is that the overall solution depends on the non-unique choice of these principal species. To
overcome this limitation, a different approach is proposed in
this work. It consists of solving Eq. (4) using the method of
least-squares so that all species production rates are considered for the reaction progress rates of the GM. The vector r̂∗
of the target progress rates is thus defined as:
r̂∗ = (MˆT Mˆ)−1 MˆT p.

(5)

This enhancement improves the accuracy of the calibration
methodology and makes it more physics-driven.
The target rates for an example of GM calibration are
shown in Fig. 1(a) with solid lines. The GM with the reaction rates r̂∗ closely reproduces the species production rates
obtained with the detailed mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that only a single 1D laminar flame calculation is used
to obtain the target reaction rates for each calibration, and no
more are needed from now on.
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φ = 0.7 and hydrogen fraction by volume of fuel XH2 = 0.0,
0.25, 0.57, and 0.67. The GM is calibrated for two conditions,
XH2 = 0.0 and XH2 = 0.57, leading to two sets of parameters,
referred to as 3S-00H and 3S-57H, respectively. The detailed
kinetic mechanism UC San Diego32 , referred to as UC-SD,
is used to compute the reference laminar flame for the calibration. The calibrated parameters for the three-step GM are
presented in Table I.

4
3
2
1

(a)

0
4

TABLE I. Global kinetic mechanism calibrated for CH4 -H2 -air. φ =
0.7. 3S-00H → XH2 = 0.0 and 3S-57H → XH2 = 0.57.
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FIG. 1. Example of GM calibration, XH2 = 0 and φ = 0.7. (a) Reaction progress rates of GM. (b) Species production rates ω̇i from the
1D laminar flame, the GM target reaction rates, and the GM reaction
rates after calibration.

The second part of the calibration is to adjust the rate parameters of each reaction step to match the target reaction
progress rates r̂∗j . The reaction progress rate of each reaction
step j is given by:
N̂

′

r̂ j = k j ∏ [Ci ]νi, j −
i=1

′′
k j N̂
[Ci ]νi, j ,
Keq j ∏
i=1

non−reversible

(6)

reversible

with



k j = A j T b j exp −

Ea j
RT



,

where A is the pre-exponential factor, b is the temperature exponent, Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, and
Keq is the equilibrium constant as a function of T .
The calibration of each reaction step is done using a genetic
algorithm31 to minimize the cost-function19 relating r̂ j and r̂∗j ,
where the values of T , [Ci ], and r̂∗j along the 1D laminar flame
are the reference data and A j , b j , and Ea j are the parameters
to be calibrated. For the non-reversible reaction steps, νi,′ j
is also calibrated, but restricted to be positive to increase the
robustness of the GM.
The reaction progress rates obtained after the calibration
are shown in Fig. 1(a) with dashed lines, and agree reasonably
well with the target reaction progress rates. The same applies
to the species progress rates obtained with these reaction rates,
as seen in Fig. 1(b). The higher difference is obtained for the
H2 oxidation step in the high-temperature region corresponding to the oxidation layer.
The reference operating condition for the calibration of the
mechanism must agree with the operating condition in the
LES, which, in the present work, corresponds to an atmospheric premixed CH4 -H2 -air flame with an equivalence ratio

3S-00H
(R1)
(R2)
(R3)
3S-57H
(R1)
(R2)
(R3)

A

b

Ea

′
νCH
4

νH′ 2

νO′ 2

4.65x107
1.51x109
3.55x1013

0.0
0.33
1.0

32082
24334
20847

0.64
-

1.99

0.17
0.19

2.52x109
1.68x109
9.38x1011

0.0
0.0
1.0

21482
15694
20938

0.49
-

1.91

0.82
0.10

*Units: cal, K, mol, cm3 , s.

III.

VALIDATION OF GM IN 1D LAMINAR FLAMES

To verify that the GM can be used in the LES of the CH4H2 flames, an evaluation of the global mechanism is done in
the frame of 1D premixed laminar flames using the software
Cantera33 . Full multicomponent mass diffusion and Soret effect are considered. The reference pressure and temperature
of the reactants are equal to 101.3 kPa and 300 K, respectively.
The global mechanism is compared with the detailed mechanism UC-SD used as a reference for the calibration and the
well-known mechanism DRM1934 . The latter as a reference
for the accuracy of a skeletal mechanism.

A.

Freely propagating premixed flame

The freely propagating premixed flame (free-flame) is used
to compute the unstretched laminar flame speed SL0 and the
unstretched thermal flame thickness defined by δT = (Tb −
Tu )/max(dT /dx), where subscripts u and b denote the unburnt and burnt sides of the flame, respectively. Figure 2
shows the results for φ = 0.7 and CH4 -H2 mixtures ranging
from pure methane to pure hydrogen. Both global mechanisms can predict the values of SL0 for a wide range of hydrogen concentrations although they are calibrated for only one
specific condition. The GM calibrated for XH2 = 0.0 shows
better accuracy for low hydrogen additions, while the one calibrated for XH2 = 0.57 has better accuracy for high hydrogen
additions. In these ranges the error in SL0 with the GM is less
than 10% respect to the DM.
Regarding the flame thickness, the GM results are in good
agreement with the detailed and skeletal mechanisms. However, the flame thickness is underpredicted for mixtures close
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to pure hydrogen where the GM effectively reduces to a onestep reaction.
1.2

UC-SD
DRM19
3S-00H
3S-57H

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.6

a reference temperature of 300 K. However, the GM is evaluated for various unburnt gas temperatures Tu ranging from
250 K to 450 K, as it may be relevant to accurately represent
flames with heat loss or gain. Figure 4 shows the evolution of
SL0 as a function of Tu . For all cases, the effect of the unburnt
gas temperature on the laminar flame speed is well captured
by the GM. The major discrepancy with the detailed mechanism is presented at high Tu by the case with XH2 = 0.67, a
condition distinct from the one for the calibration. Nevertheless, the error is still in the magnitude range of the skeletal
mechanism, showing the strength of the present calibration
methodology.
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FIG. 2. Variation of unstretched laminar flame speed, SL0 , and thermal
flame thickness, δT0 , with hydrogen addition, XH2 . φ = 0.7

0.2
250

Although only perfectly premixed flames are considered in
this study, it is relevant to evaluate the accuracy of the global
mechanism for various equivalence ratios φ since the latter
may vary along the flame front due to preferential diffusion of
hydrogen. Figure 3 shows the evolution of SL0 as a function of
φ . The GM 3S-00H is used for the cases with XH2 = 0.0 and
0.25, while the GM 3S-57H is used for XH2 = 0.57 and 0.67,
both will be referred to as GM hereafter. In all cases, the GM
archives a good accuracy for a wide range of equivalence ratios compared with the detailed and skeletal mechanisms. The
DRM19 mechanism consistently over-predicts SL0 , especially
for higher equivalence ratio and hydrogen addition. The accuracy of the GM diminishes when the equivalence ratio is far
from the calibration condition. The GM could be tailored for
rich and very lean mixtures by calibrating the mechanism for
multiple equivalences ratios following the presented methodology and letting one of the Arrhenius coefficients vary with
the equivalence ratio (e.g. A j = A j (φ )), as can be found in the
literature for CH4 -air combustion24,35 .
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FIG. 3. Variation of unstretched laminar flame speed, SL0 , with equivalence ratio, φ . XH2 = 0.0 (–), 0.25 (–), 0.57 (–), and 0.67 (–).

In the present work, the global mechanism is calibrated for

300
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FIG. 4. Variation of unstretched laminar flame speed, SL0 , with unburnt gas temperature, Tu . XH2 = 0.0 (–), 0.25 (–), 0.57 (–), and 0.67
(–).

A global mechanism calibrated with the present methodology can also resolve the internal structure of the laminar
flame with reasonable accuracy, as shown in Fig. 5 for XH2 =
0.0, and 0.57. The position across the free-flame x is normalized by the flame thickness δTo REF computed with the detailed
mechanism, and the origin is located at max(dT /dx). The
agreement between the GM and the DM is remarkable in the
inner layer and around the peak value. The higher difference
corresponds to the production rate of H2 in agreement with the
difference in the reaction rate of the H2 oxidation step shown
in Fig. 1. This difference may be related to the fact that in the
GM chosen, all the hydrogen in the methane molecule has to
pass through H2 to oxidize to H2 O.
Nevertheless, the species mole fractions and temperature
are also in good agreement with the DM, as shown in Fig. 6.
The peak concentration of the intermediate species CO, and
H2 in the case of pure methane, is well predicted by the GM.
The GM reaches the equilibrium condition sooner, which is
inherent to the absence of more intermediate species.
B.

0.5

UC-SD
DRM19
3S-00H
3S-57H

Symmetric counterflow premixed flame

The transition from V to M-shape flame induced by hydrogen addition has been related to the different response of
the flame to stretch5,10 . Therefore, the symmetric counterflow
premixed flame (twin-flame) is used to evaluate the capability
of the GM to describe the response of the laminar flame to
positive strain. Figure 7 shows the variation of the consumption speed with increasing strain rate, which is expressed in
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sults for XH2 = 0.57 are not presented for the sake of conciseness, but the trend is the same. The consumption speed for the
multicomponent fuel is defined in the present work as:

30

UC-SD
DRM19
3S-00H
3S-57H

10

20

5

10

0
0

0
0

-1

-2

Nf

Sc ≡

-4
3
2

1

1
0

(7)

where ρ is the density, Yi is the mass fraction of the species
i, ηi = Yi,u /Y f ,u , and f denotes the fuel mixture. The GM
can describe the increase of the flame speed with strain rate
produced by the effect of preferential diffusion. This result
is especially relevant for hydrogen-enriched turbulent flames
where the stretch induced by the turbulence produces local
changes of the flame speed14,15 . The maximum Sc predicted
by the GM in the twin-flame differs from the DM by less than
10%.

-2
2

R∞
−∞ ω̇i dx
,
Nf
ρu ∑i=1 ηi (Yi,b −Yi,u )

∑i=1 ηi
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1
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FIG. 5. Profiles of heat release rate, Q̇, [x108 W/m3 ] and production
rate, ω̇ , of CH4 , CO, and H2 [kmol/m3 /s] across the freely propagating laminar flame, for cases with XH2 = 0.0 (left), and 0.57 (right).
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FIG. 7. Variation of consumption speed, Sc , with strain rate. Extinction strain rate shown by the marker (×). XH2 = 0.0 (–), 0.25 (–),
and 0.67 (–).

As shown in Fig. 8, the decrease of the flame thickness due
to positive strain is also well described by the GM up to the
maximum strain rate supported by the laminar twin-flame,
known as the extinction strain rate. The values of the extinction strain rate computed with the GM are consistent with
those obtained with the detailed and skeletal mechanisms. The
skeletal mechanism consistently under-predicts the extinction
strain rate in 17% compared to the DM, while the GM is in
better agreement with the DM.
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FIG. 6. Profiles of temperature and mole fractions of CH4 , O2 , H2 O,
CO2 , CO, and H2 across the freely propagating laminar flame, for
cases with XH2 = 0.0 (left), and 0.57 (right).

FIG. 8. Variation of thermal flame thickness, δT , with strain rate.
Extinction strain rate shown by the marker (×). XH2 = 0.0 (–), 0.25
(–), and 0.67 (–).

dimensionless form using the Karlovitz number Ka. The re-

Another effect of preferential diffusion is the appearance of
thermo-diffusive instabilities exhibited as cellular instabilities
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in the flame front. Such thermo-diffusive instabilities increase
the flame surface area, increasing the flame propagation speed
even in turbulent flames36 . An evaluation of the capability of
the GM to capture thermo-diffusive instabilities is presented
in Appendix A. However, it is not clear if this type of instability plays an important role in flame dynamics.

IV.

SIMULATION OF TURBULENT CH4 -H2 FLAME

The burner considered in the LES is a bluff body stabilized turbulent flame confined in a cylindrical combustion
chamber open to the atmosphere, investigated extensively at
NTNU6,8,37 . The numerical domain is shown in Fig. 9. The
solid regions corresponding to the combustion chamber, the
burner body, and the bluff body are included in the LES
through conjugate heat transfer formulation (CHT). The combustion chamber is made of quartz, and all the other parts
are made of SAE-316L stainless steel. The thermal power
is fixed at 7 kW, and four hydrogen concentrations are evaluated, XH2 =0.0, 0.25, 0.57 and 0.67. Fuel and air are perfectly premixed, with a fixed equivalence ratio of φ = 0.7.
The Reynolds number and Karlovitz number for all flames at
the dump plane are around 38300 and 5, respectively.
Outlet

ϵ = 0.67

Ø 44

Combustion chamber

80

h = 116 W/m2/K
Ø19
Ø13

3

Bluff body
10
ϵ = 0.60

Burner body

h = 10 W/m2/K

1.5

Ø5

45

spond to the solid regions. The mean cell size is 0.16 mm
in the flame area and 0.25 mm in the space between the grub
screws and the dump plane. The mesh is refined near the
walls yielding a y+ ≃ 1. The software Simcenter STARCCM+38 is used to solve the filtered incompressible multispecies Navier–Stokes equations. The sub-grid stress tensor is
modeled by the WALE39 model without using a wall function
and the PISO algorithm40 is used for the pressure–velocity
coupling.
Turbulence-flame interaction is considered with the thickened flame model (TFM). The flame thickness is discretized
by at least 5 grid points and the power-law is used to model
the sub-grid flame interactions and wrinkling41 . The reference flame thickness is computed as a function of T and SL0 .
As for the 1D flames, GM 3S-00H is used for the cases with
XH2 = 0.0 and 0.25, while GM 3S-57H is used for XH2 =
0.57 and 0.67. The dynamic viscosity is computed as a function of the temperature using the power-law, with the coefficients for air. The mixture thermal conductivity and the mass
diffusion coefficient of each species are computed from the
viscosity using constant Prandtl and species Schmidt numbers, respectively. These numbers are obtained from the mean
values across the 1D laminar free-flame for each fuel mixture. Turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are set to 0.7.
A second-order bounded-central difference scheme42 is used
for the convective term of the momentum equation, while the
second-order upwind scheme is used for enthalpy and mass
species equations. The backward time difference scheme is
used with a 2 µs time step to achieve a CFL below 0.9.
The energy conservation equation is solved in the solid
regions of the burner to consider a proper wall temperature
while the flame shape is changing with hydrogen addition.
Wall heat loss by radiation and convection are considered
with constant emissivity ε, and convective heat transfer coefficient h reported in Fig. 9 for the combustion chamber and
the burner body. The period of transient heating of the solid
regions is computed using the multi-time scale workflow43 to
reduce computational time. The LES statistics are calculated
during six flow-through times (0.12 s) after the solid region
has reached the steady-state thermal condition.

Grub screws

B.

x
y

z

Ø4

100

Inlet – CH4/H2/Air

FIG. 9. Schematic of the computational domain used in the LES. The
white solid regions are not considered for the CHT. Dimensions are
given in mm.

A.

Numerical model

The computational domain is discretized with a structured
mesh of 7.82 M hexahedral cells, of which 0.34 M corre-

Flame shape

The flame shape is one of the main aspects to predict with
the LES, since it plays an important role in the thermoacoustic instabilities5,6 . Figure 10 shows a comparison of the
flame shape obtained from the experiments and the LES. The
heat release rate Q̇ is used to characterize the flame shape in
the LES, while the OH* chemiluminescence is used in the
experiments6,8 . The LES with the global mechanism is able
to reproduce the change of the flame shape with hydrogen addition. For pure methane, the flame is attached to the inner
shear layer with large portions of the flame brush in contact
with the combustion chamber wall. The flame becomes more
compact with hydrogen addition, and a transition from V to
M shape occurs for XH2 between 0.25 and 0.57.
A comparison of the flame length using the stream-wise
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FIG. 10. Contours of heat release rate from LES and experimental OH* chemiluminescence. (a) Instantaneous Q̇ and Abel deconvolution of
mean OH*. (b) line-of-sight of mean Q̇ and line-of-sight of mean OH*.

300

hydrogen mixtures. For the case of pure methane, the flame
length is under-predicted by the LES. Good agreement is obtained near the dump plane so that the difference may be associated with the flame-wall interaction. A LES including radiation heat transfer with a grey gas model does not significantly
improve the flame length discrepancy for pure methane, neither does a higher convective heat transfer coefficient outside
of the combustion chamber (these results are not presented
for conciseness). The difference is then attributed to a limitation of the global mechanism to describe direct wall-flame
interaction. The lack of intermediate species may result in a
flame less sensitive to direct contact with the wall. This is not
a problem for cases where considerable portions of the flame
are not attached to the chamber walls.

LES
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200
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300
200
100
0
300
200
100
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300
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C.

Flame dynamics

100
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0.02

0.04

0.06
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FIG. 11. Stream-wise heat release distribution, qx , for various hydrogen additions. The origin is located at the dump plane.

profiles of
R Rheat release integrated along the transverse plane,
Q̇(x, y, z)dydz, is presented in Fig. 11. The OH*
qx (x) =
data is normalized such that the volume integral is equal to 7
kW. The general distribution of qx and the location of its maximum value are well reproduced by the LES for all methane-

The dynamic response of a flame to upstream flow perturbations can be represented by the unit impulse response in the
time domain and the flame transfer function (FTF) in the frequency domain, which are important to predict the acoustic
response of a combustion system. Computing the flame dynamics with LES is challenging for the combustion model, so
it constitutes an excellent way to examine the performance of
the LES based on global mechanisms. The flame dynamics
are obtained from the LES data using a method based on system identification (LES-SysID)13 . For this purpose, the flow
is forced with a Daubechies wavelet-based broadband signal44
superimposed on the mean flow at the inlet. The length of the
signal is 0.2 s, and its amplitude is 4% of the mean value.
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This amplitude is the same one used in the experiments to ensure a linear response of the flame. A reference velocity ur
is measured at the dump plane as the area-weighted average
axial velocity. At the same time, the heat release rate Q̇ is
integrated over the volume of the computational domain. The
unit impulse response is determined by the optimal linear least
square estimation between the auto-correlation matrix and the
cross-correlation vector of the time series data ur and Q̇. Then,
the FTF is obtained by a z-transformation of the unit impulse
response.
It is important to note that the flame dynamics in
thermo-acoustics instabilities follow different mechanisms of
acoustics-flame interaction. In the case of perfectly premixed
low Mach deflagration flames, heat release fluctuations induced by flow disturbances, such as reactant mass flow fluctuations and hydrodynamic fluctuations, are expected to be the
most important since the effect of pressure, temperature, and
strain rate perturbations directly accompanying the acoustic
waves are pretty weak45,46 . The latter justifies the use of incompressible LES to characterize the flame dynamics of these
types of flames. In the context of LES-SysID, the assumption
of an incompressible flow not only decreases the computational cost of the LES but also breaks the coupling from the
flame back to acoustics, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio
of the time series data ur and Q̇ since self-excited acoustics
cannot occur.
The respective unit impulse response of the turbulent flames
for the four hydrogen additions are presented in Fig. 12. All
cases present a similar initial response to sudden increase of
axial velocity, which produces an increase in the mixture supplied to the flame. The extra mixture is transported through
the flame as it burns and perturbs the flame surface area. This
results in an overall increase in heat release, with a temporal
distribution similar to the spatial distribution of heat release
in the axial direction47 , seen in Fig. 11. The increase of the
heat release is followed by a decrease while the flame returns
to its initial state. In the cases of high hydrogen addition, the
heat release increases again when the vortices produced by the
grub screws reach the flame. These vortex waves increase the
flame surface area and then the heat release rate. Since the
vortices do not supply more mixture to the flame, the increase
in heat release is followed by a similar decrease due to mass
and energy conservation.
The described flow-flame interaction is characterized by
two different time-delays8 . The first time-delay from the
dump plane to the mean flame length:
τ1 ≈ H/u p ,

0.2
0
0.4
0.2
0
0.4
0.2
0
0.4
0.2
0
0

2

4

(9)

where ub is the bulk velocity after the screws and L is the
distance from the screws to the dump plane. Both time-delays
are retrieved by the LES-SysID.
In the cases of low hydrogen addition, the effect of the vortices produced by the grub screws on the flame response is

6

8

10

FIG. 12. Unit impulse responses for various hydrogen additions.
τ1 : time-delay from dump plane to mean flame length (−→).
τ2 : time-delay from screws to mean flame length (99K).

not significant. This happens when the frequency of the vortex waves is close or higher than the cut-off frequency of the
flame response37 . The cut-off frequency fc ≈ 1/τ1 defines the
band of frequencies in which the flame is more sensitive to
upstream flow fluctuations and acts as an amplifier.
For the cases with low hydrogen addition, XH2 = 0.0 and
0.25, the unit impulse response presents an initial decrease of
the heat release before its main increase. This behavior may
be related to a downstream movement of the leading edge of
the flame closer to the dump plane produced by the higher
axial velocity, momentarily decreasing the flame surface area.
This initial decrease of the heat release does not happen for
cases with high hydrogen addition, XH2 = 0.57 and 0.67, due
to the higher flame speed that produces a more robust flame
close to the dump plane, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
The flame transfer function is expressed as the ratio of the
total heat release rate fluctuations to the fluctuations of the
reference velocity in the frequency domain as:

(8)

where u p is the bulk velocity at the Rdump plane
R and H is the
mean flame length defined by H = xqx dx/ qx dx. The second time-delay from the screws to the mean flame length:
τ2 ≈ L/ub + H/u p ,

0.4

FTF( f ) =

Q̇′ ( f )/Q̇
.
u′r ( f )/ur

(10)

Figures 13 and 14 show the flame frequency response as
FTF( f ) = G( f ) exp(iθ ( f )), where G is the gain and θ is the
phase. The confidence interval of the SysID is shown with two
standard deviations σ , which represents the aleatory uncertainty caused by the resolved turbulent structures in the LES.
The experimental FTF is measured at each frequency value as
described by Æsøy et al.6,8 . A remarkable agreement between
the experiments and the LES-SysID is obtained, for both gain
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2
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LES
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1
0
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0
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is able to reproduce well the modulation in the gain of the FTF,
produced by the interaction between the flame and the vortex
shedding from the grub screws37 . The addition of hydrogen
produces an increase in the cut-off frequency and a decrease
in the time-delay. Both effects are related to the flame length
and are captured very well by the LES using the global mechanism. In the case of pure methane, the time-delay is underpredicted in agreement with the shorter flame in the LES compared with the experiments.
The result of the FTF shows that the LES-SysID approach
can predict the dynamics of turbulent CH4 -H2 flames considering the different mechanisms of flow-flame interaction.

1
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FIG. 13. Gain of the FTF for various hydrogen additions. Confidence
interval from SysID (shaded area).
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FIG. 14. Phase of the FTF for various hydrogen additions. Confidence interval from SysID (shaded area).

and phase, in particular for high hydrogen content. The latter is particularly important for thermoacoustic instability because it gives the time-delay, τ( f ) = θ /(2π f ), between the
upstream flow perturbations and the heat release fluctuations,
where the average τ( f ) is close to τ1 . The LES-SysID method

CONCLUSIONS

This work presents the large eddy simulation of a
bluff-body stabilized turbulent flame with various methanehydrogen mixtures using calibrated global mechanisms. A
three-step mechanism with a H2 oxidation step was calibrated for various methane-hydrogen mixtures. A calibration
methodology based on the computation of a single 1D laminar
flame per calibration has been selected for its robustness and
its time-efficiency. The calibration methodology has been enhanced in this work in order to make it more accurate and less
user dependent. The calibrated global mechanisms accurately
describe global flame parameters, such as the variation of the
laminar flame speed and the thermal flame thickness with hydrogen addition and equivalence ratio, but also the internal
flame structure and the response to positive strain rate.
Good prediction of the flame shape is obtained with the
LES using thickened flame mode with GM, describing the
transition between V to M-shape flame induced by hydrogen
addition. The axial distribution of the heat release and the
flame length from the LES compare well with the experimental data. For the case of pure methane, where large portions
of the flame are in contact with the walls, the flame length
is under-predicted. Future work may focus on the effect of
the GM and the reference conditions used for its calibration
on the flame-wall interaction and the impact of the near-wall
turbulence modeling.
The flame transfer functions computed from the LES data
using system identification are in good agreement with the
experiments. The effects of hydrogen addition on the flame
frequency response are captured by the LES with the GM,
including the modulation of the gain and phase produced by
the flow-flame interaction. These results show the potential of
global kinetic mechanisms and the calibration methodology in
large-eddy simulation of hydrogen blends for thermoacoustics
applications. The same methodology can be applied for various fuel mixtures and operating conditions.
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using the heat release rate to characterize the flame shape.
For high hydrogen content, the flame front exhibits cellular
structures. These cellular structures are induced mainly by a
combination of thermo-diffusive and hydrodynamic instabilities. While the hydrogen addition increases, the flame becomes more thermo-diffusive unstable, increasing the number
of cellular structures per unit of area. The heat release rate decreases in concavely curved flame regions due to preferential
diffusion. In contrast, the opposite occurs in convexly curved
regions but to a lesser extent due to the lower curvature. The
GM seems to overpredict this effect. It may be due to the lack
of intermediate species, particularly the radical H, which diffuses tangential to the flame front48 , slightly attenuating the
impact of the hydrogen differential diffusion. Nevertheless,
the GM is able to capture the thermo-diffusive instabilities
with good accuracy compared with the skeletal mechanism.

Appendix A: Thermo-diffusive instabilities with GM

The cellular instabilities in the flame front induced by
thermo-diffusive instabilities are more easily observed in the
absence of turbulence. Therefore, to evaluate the capability
of the GM to capture thermo-diffusive instabilities, the simulation of the two-dimensional (2D) version of the symmetric
counterflow premixed flame is performed. This configuration
consists of two opposing streams of reactants, creating a stagnation point flow with a laminar flame located at each side of
the stagnation point. The numerical domain with a symmetric
boundary condition at the stagnation point is shown in Fig 15.
The domain has a width of 50 mm and a distance between the
flow inlet and the stagnation point of 30 mm. It is discretized
with a structured mesh of 0.11 M quadrilateral cells with a cell
size of 0.1 mm in the flame area. The laminar flame is located
where the flame speed balances the local axial velocity; thus,
an inlet velocity of 2.5 times the unstretched laminar flame
speed is specified to get a similar flame location for the various hydrogen fuel additions. The numerical setup is the same
as the one used for the LES of the turbulent flame but with no
turbulent model. The results obtained from the global mechanisms are compared with those obtained from the skeletal
mechanism.

GM-3S

DRM19
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Symmetry

FIG. 16. Contours of instantaneous heat release rate.
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